At Armor Protective Packaging® we bear the title of “Eradicators of Rust” with pride. We offer a product line that is specifically designed to keep metal parts rust-free, which ultimately saves time, money and effort. If you’re looking for clean, safe and easy rust prevention and/or rust removal, ARMOR has got you covered!

ARMOR VCI NANOTECHNOLOGY
Our Secret Recipe Is Your Secret Weapon
ARMOR VCI Nanotechnology™ is the formal name for our “secret recipe” of rust-preventing vapor corrosion inhibitors. We combine our VCI with materials such as paper or poly film to create packaging supplies with the added benefit of rust prevention. When a metal part is wrapped or enclosed in an ARMOR VCI product, the VCIs activate to create a blanket of protection on the surface of metal that repels rust.

ARMOR VCI products protect your metal parts, your bottom line, your reputation and they do what ARMOR does best: “Take the Work Out Of Your Workday!”

SHOW RUST WHO’S BOSS
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